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To Patrick O' Flynn 

Daily Express, The Northern & Shell Building, 

Number 10 Lower Thames Street, 

London, 

EC3R 6EN  

 

 

To Patrick O' Flynn 

Regarding :  We are full up, fed up and we can't take it any more 

 Recently I 've read your interesting in which you mention that " But EU institutions 

insist that all EU citizens must have the same rights in Britain as British citizens".    

 I 'm writing you because  I feel that a very important aspect of the recent discussion 

regarding immigration of Romanians  is not covered at all.   It seems that everyone is talking 

about the rights of Romanians in the European union, although no one mentions the rights of 

Europeans in Romania.  

 I  wrote an article about this in a  Dutch newspaper, which was named : Europeans are 

second rang citizens in Romania ( Dutch:  Europeanen zijn tweederansgburger In Roemenie; 

Nederlands Dagblad 3 juli 2013 ).  I will quickly summarize the contents of the article:   I 

will also refer to two other articles that I wrote  before and after this article.  

  

http://hungarian-human-rights.eu/EUROPEANEN_ZIJN_TWEEDERANGSBURGERS_IN_ROEMENIE.pdf
http://hungarian-human-rights.eu/EUROPEANEN_ZIJN_TWEEDERANGSBURGERS_IN_ROEMENIE.pdf
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 "I was glad when Romania joined the European Union in 2007, because I thought it 

would transform Romanian in a rule of law state.  I also thought that the entrance to the 

European Union would be the start of sustainable economical growth as well as the start of an 

irreversible democratization process.  After six years, it is time to make up the balance.  

 First of all there is no decent  public administration in Romania. Letters and 

complaints are simply left unanswered.  Corruption is paramount, since it  just takes an 

envelope to get things done.  There is also still a ridiculous bureaucracy, for example some 

fiscal data still have to be delivered on floppy disks. There is no medical care like in the 

Netherlands. Although I speak the official language (Hungarian) of the village I live in, it is 

of minor use to me, since my citizen rights  are simply denied. 

 Besides this Romanian civil servants contribution to the European union is  that they 

don't speak a word of English, German or French. There is no village in  the Netherlands 

where a Romanian wouldn't be helped in at least two of these languages.  

 State chauvinism still nurtures the feelings of fear in the older Hungarian speaking 

population of Transylvania, who grew up in Europe's most bizarre dictatorship. The reflexes 

of the Ceausescu dictatorship are still alive. Roma life under inhumane living conditions and 

are openly subject of discrimination.  The Romanian society is openly racist and xenophobe.  

 Also Colonialism, which had been abandoned for over 50 years by the Dutch, is still 

alive in  Romania. The Romanian government is giving away passports to the Romanian 

speaking  inhabitants of the multilingual Moldavian republic.  Prime minister Basescu openly 

spoke about a "Romania Mare". ( Great Romania) The Romania state  practices  exterritorial 

positive discrimination towards people from another state, but uses negative discrimination 

towards its own inhabitants. ( See my article; Free movement of Romanians might be a breach 

of Dutch Law in  Nederlands Dagblad  of 22 august 2013 ) 

Till present day The Szekler people's right to self determination is denied. 

 As an entrepreneur I'm suffering constant discrimination from the Romanian state, in 

contrary to thousands of Romanians in the Netherlands I'm not able to use my basic rights, 

because  court orders and irrevocable and valid legal decisions are simple not followed.     

(example Cluj-Napoca or Bonchida).  The rule of law is completely missing due to the unique 

Romanian blend of corruption, bureaucracy, chauvinism and the instable political climate.  

http://hungarian-human-rights.eu/europanenzijntweederangsburgersinroemenie/index_bestanden/VrijetoelatingRoemenentastrechtsordeaan.htm
http://hungarian-human-rights.eu/europanenzijntweederangsburgersinroemenie/index_bestanden/VrijetoelatingRoemenentastrechtsordeaan.htm
http://www.language-rights.eu/007/CLUJ_NAPOCA_KOLOZSVAR_HCL_99_DIN_7_MARTIE_2002.jpg
http://www.language-rights.eu/010/010_BONCHIDA_DET_DONTESE.pdf
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 On the contrary a Romanian in the Netherlands can enjoy a good infrastructure, he 

enjoys the helpfulness of the Dutch police, he can profit from a transparent  legal system. In 

case of emergency he will be picked up by an ambulance within 15 minutes.  He can use his 

European civil rights anywhere he wants. There is no artificial language barrier for 

Romanians, which impede their civil rights. 

  A Romanian doesn't have to invest time and money for learning one of the two 

official languages of the Netherlands ( Dutch or  Frisian ) due to fact that Dutch are hospital 

and are willing to speak English with any foreigner.  Besides the holder of a Romanian 

passport   can use social benefits, which don't exist in his own country.  

 There are three Dutch persons imprisoned in Romanian Jails, whereas  in the 

Netherlands everyday a Romanian  thief or murder is arrested,  Romanian crime, ( skimming, 

stealing robbing etc ) is happening on a daily basis.   In recent reports the Dutch Police talks 

about thousands crimes by Romanians. How many Romanian pocket thief's can be found in 

the Netherlands ? Dutch police mention a plague and thousands of committed crimes !  The 

ratio is over 1 : 1000 ! 

 If we would be equal in Europe than Dutch citizens could use their rights to settle in 

Romania and profit from specific resources in Romania such as nature and cheap  land for 

example. However there only a handful of Dutch people are living in Romania, a couple of 

hundred, whereas in the Netherlands already over 30.000 Romanians live. The ratio is again 

over  1:500 ! 

 The European Commission itself reported that Romania is corrupt and questioned 

whether the transformation to a state of law has been done. ( report of 18 july 2012) 

 There are almost no coloured people living in Romania, over 3 million people left the 

country and Roma, who are subject to state racism, are fleeing the country as well. 

(Hungarian speaking Roma suffer double discrimination) Over 3 million people voted against 

the Romanian state. All of them migrated to western Europe, how many Europeans moved to 

Romania  ?  The ratio is again over  1:100, but probably it could be as high as  1:500 ! 

 Romania never dealt with it communist past of dictatorship, and the victims of this 

dictatorship, have never gotten a public excuse.  the Hungarian population  decreased by 

200.000 persons since 1992 !  Germans are almost extinct and there is no Jew left  although 

over 150.000 Jews lived in Romania in 1956 ! Romania fails to provide acceptable living 
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conditions for it owns autonomous minorities.  Romanian society should be outraged because 

of this instead of putting the country full with flags, which are almost the size of a skyscraper.  

 Romania is still underdeveloped and has not reached the wealth of western Europe,  

decent infrastructure is still missing,  and it is not capable of using the available European 

resources for development,  this is partly due to corruption and nepotism in Romania's Public 

administration.   

 Therefore I think that the denial to enter Schengen is justified, I Think that the free 

movement of labour should also be halted for at least two years; Well,  I even think that 

Romania's EU membership should be a subject of discussion.  ( See my article in Nederlands 

Dagblad of 21-8-2012 Romania's entrance to the EU was to early ) 

 I think that  Romania will and should  never be a full member of the European Union 

as long as it discriminates Europeans and treats them like second rang citizens.  

  I Live in Romania for over one  year now,  I don't feel that I'm a European Citizen 

enjoying my European citizens rights in a member state. What did the Romanian government 

do to make  Europeans  feel at home in Romania ?    

Please feel free to use all my materials and all the materials on our website. www.hungarian-

human-rights.eu or language-rights.eu. 

 

Kind Regards,  

Drs. G.Landman   g.landman@language-rights.eu  Cellphone +31628974267 

European Language Rights foundation Amsterdam  

 

All  pictures can be downloaded from :  

http://www.language-rights.eu/EUROPEANS_ARE_SECONDS_RANG_CITIZENS.zip 

Feel free to use them. This article can be downloaded from  : 

 

http://www.hungarian-human-rights.eu/G_LANDMAN_TOETREDING_ROEMENIE_TOT_DE_EU_WAS_VOORBARIG_ND_25082012.jpg
http://www.language-rights.eu/EUROPEANS_ARE_SECONDS_RANG_CITIZENS.zip
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1 LAWLESSNESS  IN CLUJ-NAPOCA AND BONCHIDA  

Language rights are simply not respected, although Hungarian is an official language in those public 

administrational units, where the population used to be over 20 % in 1992, most Hungarian 

Speaking Romanians are too afraid to use these rights.  

Valid legal decisions and even undisputed legal  orders regarding language rights are simply not 

followed. Even in a small town where over 80 % is Hungarian speaking language rights are simply 

and structurally denied; for more information please refer to http://www.language.rights.eu 

Till present day the 99/2002 decision of the city council of Cluj-Napoca has simply been ignored. This 

decision, which was never withdrawn or declared void, orders placing three language signs at the 

entrance of Cluj-Napoca 
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According to this legal decision Hungarian Place signs should be place in the Town of Bonchida 

(Romanian: Bontida). This valid legal decision has never been withdrawn or declared void by any 

court in Romania and is still in effect under Romanian law. The Nationalistic major of Bonchida 

simply doesn't comply with this legal order. That 's the way things go in Romania, lawlessness.  The 

romanian version can be found on our website.  
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2  PSYCHOLOGICAL TERROR AGAINST AUTONOMOUS LANGUAGE MINORITIES IN ROMANIA 

 

Most Romanians  have been socialized in one of Europe's darkest dictatorships (Ceausescu). They 

show reflexes, which are very hard to understand for people, who have been grown up in a free 

world. Hungarian speaking Romanians are still suffering psychological terror.  Police and justice  fail 

to take appropriate actions to protect their own people, although required by law. Pictures of Public 

Humiliation of Hungarians  in Cluj-Napoca in 2013. On the first image spontaneous public outburst 

of a recent governmental led hate campaign against autonomous Hungarians has been documented. 

The man holds a Romanian flag and steps on a wreath with a Hungarian flag on it. 

The second picture reads "Hungarians out of the country. Romania for the Romanians.  
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Entrance of Cluj - Napoca till 2005;  There is no country in the European Union, where an 

autonomous language minority -such as Frisians in the Netherlands, The French and German minority 

in Belgium, the Basque minority in Spain, the Welsh minority in England, the German minority in 

Italy, the Swedish minority in Finland or the Hungarian minority of Slovenia- has been discriminated 

as the Hungarian speaking people have been. The oppression and psychological terror is 

unprecedented within Europe. Although this sign, which was at the entrance of Cluj-Napoca for many 

years has been removed  racism, xenophobia and state chauvinism are still vivid in today's Romanian 

society.  

The sign reads : Romanian Constitution 

Article 1  According to the constitution laws must obeyed 

Art 13. The official Language in Romania is Romanian. 

Art 16 Citizens are equal in front of the public authorities  without privileges and discrimination 
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3  QUESTION OF A DUTCH SOCIAL GAME 

 

Hungarians used to be prosecuted during the Ceausescu dictatorship. Today they still fear to use 

national symbols, such as a Hungarian flag. Autonomous Hungarians still don't enjoy those rights, 

which are enjoyed by Frisians in the Netherlands. Although they are autonomous people, they are 

STRUCTURALY UNDERREPRESENTED in public administration.  

 

For example Hargita county is for over 90 % Hungarians, however ethnic Hungarians make less than 

50 % of the local Police. This kind of discrimination would be unthinkable in the Netherlands (Dutch 

and Frisian) or in Belgium. (Dutch, German and French).  

Till present day the authorities are fighting a war on the use of national symbols, flags of the Szekler 

people are subject to fines and harassment by the authorities.  

 

 

 

  

QUESTION : 

Did Romania punish the 

usage of a Hungarian flag 

with 3 years, 3 months or 

3 Hours ?  

ANSWER: 

3 years.  
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4 OPEN COLONIAL ASPIRATIONS.  

 

Although its own population is discriminated and  Europeans are second rang citizens there is still an 

open aspiration for making a large Romania. ( Romania Mare ) Romania is engaging in extraterritorial 

discrimination since its giving passport away to Romanian speaking Moldovians. 

 

Unfortunately it is not only vandalists   who have an open aspiration a "Great Romania". It is very odd 

that Romania is giving civil rights to people from the Moldavian republic who claim themselves to be 

Romanian speaking, whereas its own autonomous people are discriminated.  
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5 LANGUAGE AGGRESSION TOWARD EUROPEANS.  

 

Where in Europe would you find such aggressive public signs ? In the Netherlands people are friendly 

towards European citizens and almost everyone speaks English, most people even speak German and 

some French.    

 

These kind of signs can be found anywhere in Romania. How many Romanian municipalities can 

answer the phone and answer a simple question in English, German or French ? What about Dutch 

municipalities ?  The text on the stickers  says " In Romania the Romanian language is not facultative" 
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6 ROMANIAN SHOP IN ZUNDERT THE NETHERLANDS.  

 

The Romanian Flag is freely used, the inscriptions and labels are in Romanian only. The staff is mostly 

only Romanian speaking. Is a European citizen free to use the same rights in Romania ?  Romanians 

are using rights, which no Hungarian speaking Transylvanian dares to use.  Although the Hungarian 

language is protected by National, Bilateral, European and International laws. (  Source Eenvandaag / 

Facebook ) 

 

How can we be equal if European Citizens are not able to exercise those rights in Romania, which 

are exercised by Romanian Citizens in Europe ?  
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FIGURE 7 TRANSYLVANIA USED TO BE A MULTI ETHNICAL REGION. 

 

( Jews, Germans , Hungarians, Romanians, Gypsies, and some other small minorities). Many people 

have been erased through the ethnical cleansing in the Ceausescu Times, at present day, the 

remaining Hungarian population is subject to state led aggression.   

 

The  ( Hungarian speaking )  Jews have been ethically cleaned. In 1956  146.264 Jews lived in 

Romania, they have vanished from the statistics in 2011. in 1992 over 1,6 million Hungarians lived in 

Romania, in 2011 their number has decreased to, 1,2 million, which is a decrease of 400.000 people 

! For more information please refer to http://www.insse.ro/   

There are no Hungarian speaking Jews left in Des, the synagogue  is empty. 
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8 LANGUAGE RIGHTS, EXIST ON PAPER ONLY.  

 

On paper the autonomous people have language rights.  Hungarian is even an official language in 

those administrational units where 20 % of the population is Hungarian speaking. In practice these 

rights are structurally denied,  even in places where 80 % of the population is Hungarians speaking, 

language rights are denied, these rights exist mostly on paper only.  

The Netherlands ratified the same treaties as Romania did regarding its autonomous language.        ( 

Strasbourg Treaty and the European Charta of regional languages  amongst others )  over 1.2 million 

Hungarian speaking Romanians are  not allowed to exercise the same rights as the 300.000 Frisian 

do.  more information can be found on http://www.hungarian-human-rights.eu and 

http://www.language-rights.eu  

 

  

http://www.language-rights.eu/LIMBA_ FRIZONA.pdf
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9.  EXCESSIVE  ROMANIAN CRIME IN THE NETHERLANDS.  

 

37 Romanian pocket thieves, who operated as a gang, have been recently arrested during the gay 

parade in Amsterdam. During the coronation of the Dutch queen Willem-Alexander, Romanians 

were stealing wallets , during the singing of the Dutch Hymn.  

 

Romanians gangs steal copper on a large scale, all ATM machines in the Netherlands have special 

protected mouths, because of skimming bank card by Romanian gangs only. Several official reports 

of the Dutch police mention a "Romanian plague".  Romanian thief's destroyed Dutch cultural 

heritage, by burning paintings of Picasso amongst others.  
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10 ROMANIAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE NETHERLANDS.  

 

Almost 30.000 (their number is rapidly growing, maybe already over 50.000 ! ) Romanians are living 

in the Netherlands, how many Dutch people are living in Romania ? maybe 300. ? Most of them 

don't speak a word of Dutch or Frisian or a neutral international language such as English or French / 

German.   

 

Over 3 Million Romanians left Romania and are enjoying the hospitality, the openness and 

civilization  of Western-European Societies  like Germany, France, Italy, Spain etc. How many West -

Europeans are living in Romania; maybe a couple of thousand ? Why are Europeans not feeling 

themselves  at home in Romania ?  
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11 ROMA PEOPLE  NEAR CLUJ  

 

Roma people live under inhumane living conditions, although there is money for building huge 

Churches in Cluj, and there is money for making flags the size of two football fields there is no money 

to give Roma a decent living or housing.  

 

A Dutch civil organization is helping the Roma from Cluj, It seems that Romanian society doesn't feel 

the urge to improve the living circumstances of these people.  The social circumstances under which 

these Roma people live are completely unacceptable.  ( Photo taken from http://www.proromi.nl )  

Hungarian speaking Roma suffer double discrimination.    
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12 RESULT OF SURVEY IN THE NETHERLANDS  

 

According to the reliable and representative results of a survey of 1000 representative respondents 

by Maurice de Hond, a well known survey maker in the Netherland,  only 13 percent of Dutch 

people think that there is no positive correlation between crime and Romanians, 73 % of People 

think that the is a Positive correlation between crime and the arrival of  Romanians. ( click on 

image for report ). 

 

 

 

  

http://content1b.omroep.nl/urishieldv2/l27m33db4a187c58b155005266f14b000000.4bfec8adeee9f5952cf0581f3a989539/nos/docs/020913_pvv.pdf
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13 ROMANIA'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE EUROPEAN UNION.  

In Romania around almost every corner flags can fund, most even the size of a house or a car. There 

is no country in the European Union where flags can be found with extreme sizes and in such a 

frequency as in Romania.  For more information see      

 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/27/worlds-biggest-flag-romania-guinness 

 

 

  

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/27/worlds-biggest-flag-romania-guinness
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14 OPEN ETHNIC PROSECUTION 

A Szekler recently woman got a 1500 Ron (approximately 300 euro, which is over a month salary) fine 

for distributing bilingual product signs at the market of Marosvásárhely. ( Romanian : Tirgu Mures )  

Till present day only monolingual Romanian signs can be found at the Cuza Voda Market.  Although 

the Hungarians language is a co-official Language with the Hungarians it happens quite often that  

authorities simply punish the usage of the Hungarian language , they will always find an excuse, such 

as the local police did, who punished this woman for the "Illegal distribution of commercial leaflets". 

Older ethnic Hungarians who grew up in a world where they have been openly prosecuted and were 

subject to structural discrimination can be easily intimidated. This fine will probably be voided by a 

higher court, but intimidation still works in one of Europe's most undemocratic society.  
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And the crime, handing out bilingual product signs at a vegetables and fruit market in 

Marosvásárhely. ( Tirgu Mures )    The signs reads Varza rosie / Lila Káposzta which is Red Cabbage in 

Romanian and Hungarian 

Again I would like to emphasize that the Hungarian language is a co-official language in those 

administrational units where the population is over 20 % Hungarian.   How can a free bilangual 

product label be a "Illegal distribution of commercial leaflets". ?  
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15 BALKAN STYLE ETHNIC BULLYING 

Bullying Hungarian speaking deaf, even a simple sign in Romanian Hungarians had to go and had to 

be changed in Romanian. This school is a school for  Hungarians speaking deaf children only. 

Nevertheless bilingual Hungarians inscriptions had to go. This ethnic bullying is unheard of in 

western Europe. Hungarian speaking people encounter these kinds of bullying on a daily basis.  For 

more information see our press release  ( Press Release Dutch only ) 

 

 

http://www.language-rights.eu/PERSBERICHT_14-08-2013_SCHENDING_TAALRECHTEN_HONGAARSTALIGE_DOVEN_IN_CLUJ-NAPOCA.pdf

